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BOBBY FLAY AND DAUGHTER SOPHIE FLAY EXPLORE ALL THE GLAMOUR 
AND DELICIOUS FOOD THAT LOS ANGELES HAS TO OFFER ON NEW SERIES  

BOBBY AND SOPHIE ON THE COAST 
Series Premieres Monday, August 22nd at 9pm ET/PT on Food Network and discovery+ 

 
  
NEW YORK – July 11, 2022 – Culinary icon Bobby Flay and daughter Sophie Flay are taking a delicious food tour across 
the sunny California coastline in the new three-episode series, Bobby and Sophie on the Coast, premiering Monday, August 
22nd at 9pm ET/PT on Food Network. In each one-hour episode, Bobby and Sophie explore Los Angeles, with its year-round 
sunshine and local ingredients that make the city a treasure trove for the best restaurants and chefs. From the glamorous 
Hollywood establishments to the urban revival of Downtown LA’s hot new eateries, Bobby and Sophie are on a mission to 
enjoy the most inventive and delectable cuisine the city has to offer. And with so much inspiration, Bobby can’t resist using 
the very local ingredients to cook up his own dishes for Sophie. It’s the ultimate coastal culinary adventure, Bobby and Sophie-
style! Fans can also watch Bobby and Sophie on the Coast on discovery+, with new episodes available to stream weekly 
starting August 22nd. 
 
Added Flay, “Sophie and I have always loved to use food to explore the neighborhoods we visit. Now, we have the opportunity 
to visit the local establishments on the west coast and get to know the talented chefs who continue to utilize the local 
ingredients that reflect what LA cuisine is all about.” 
 
"Bobby and Sophie on the Coast is entertaining and feel-good summer programming at its best. Bobby’s adventurous spirit 
and culinary expertise, mixed with Sophie’s west coast savvy as a local reporter who has her pulse on what's happening, plus 
delicious food, equals an irresistible series. This father-daughter duo visits the timeless restaurants and new hot spots to give 
viewers a taste of what Los Angeles has to offer,” said Jane Latman, President, Home & Food Content and Streaming, Warner 
Bros. Discovery. 
 
In the premiere episode, Bobby and Sophie head to the old school and new hot spots that make up Hollywood’s eclectic food 
scene. First up is a visit to Jitlada, as Bobby and Sophie make Thai green curry with Bobby’s friend and James Beard-
nominated chef, Jazz Singsanong. Next is a stop at Bobby’s favorite bakery in LA, Tartine, followed by coffee at a cat café in 
West Hollywood. Sophie caps off the day dining with her dad at Nancy Silverton’s new restaurant, The Barish, located inside 
the Roosevelt Hotel, one of Hollywood’s most notable landmarks. Other locations during the episode include local breakfast 
spot Salt’s Cure, Persian ice cream at Mashti Malone’s, Japanese hot-spot Yamashiro Hollywood, trendsetting French bistro 
Gigi’s, Roscoe's Chicken and Waffles and El Granjero Cantina. Bobby and Sophie also visit the Original Farmers Market, 
where Bobby picks up ingredients to cook up a Hollywood-inspired dinner of ribeye steaks with Thai green curry butter and 
California persimmon, cinnamon and ricotta crepes for Sophie. Other episodes feature Bobby and Sophie exploring the 
restaurants in the spectacular beach towns surrounding Los Angeles, and the culinary rebirth and trendy locations that have 
stood the test of time in Downtown LA. 
 
Head to FoodNetwork.com and visit Food Network’s social platforms to check out the best father-daughter moments from 
Bobby and Sophie's culinary adventure and learn Bobby's favorite hidden spots for incredible eats in LA. Fans can join the 
conversation using #OnTheCoast. 
 
Bobby and Sophie on the Coast is produced by Rock Shrimp Productions for Food Network and discovery+. 
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FOOD NETWORK (www.foodnetwork.com) is a unique lifestyle network, website and magazine that connects viewers to the power and joy of food. The 
network strives to be viewers' best friend in food and is committed to leading by teaching, inspiring, empowering and entertaining through its talent and 
expertise. Food Network is distributed to nearly 100 million U.S. households and draws over 46 million unique web users monthly. Since launching in 
2009, Food Network Magazine's rate base has grown 13 times and is the No. 2 best-selling monthly magazine on the newsstand, with 13.5 million readers. 
Food Network is owned by Warner Bros. Discovery (NASDAQ: WBD) is a leading global media and entertainment company that creates and distributes 
the world’s most differentiated and complete portfolio of content and brands across television, film and streaming. Available in more than  220 countries 
and territories and 50 languages, Warner Bros. Discovery inspires, informs and entertains audiences worldwide through its iconic brands and products 
which also include: Discovery Channel, discovery+, CNN, DC, Eurosport, HBO, HBO Max, HGTV, OWN, Investigation Discovery, TLC, Magnolia Network, 
TNT, TBS, truTV, Travel Channel, MotorTrend, Animal Planet, Science Channel, Warner Bros. Pictures, Warner Bros. Television, Warner Bros. Games, 
New Line Cinema, Cartoon Network, Adult Swim, Turner Classic Movies, Discovery en Español, Hogar de HGTV and others. For more information, please 
visit www.wbd.com. 
 
About discovery+ 
discovery+ is the definitive non-fiction, real life subscription streaming service from Warner Bros. Discovery. With the largest-ever content offering at 
launch, discovery+ features a wide range of exclusive, original series across popular passion verticals including lifestyle and relationships; home and food; 
true crime; paranormal; adventure and natural history; as well as science, tech and the environment, and a slate of high-quality documentaries. For more, 
visit discoveryplus.com, or find the discovery+ app on most mobile and connected TV devices. 
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